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“The photo is the hunt, it’s the instinct of hunting without the desire to kill. It’s the hunt of angels. You
trail, you aim, you fire and — click! — instead of a dead man, you make him everlasting.”
— Chris Marker, “Commentaries 2”

PREFACE
by Jonathan W. Marshall

Describing the relationship between pain, death and butoh, the dancer Ohno Kazuo
wrote: “Engulfed by painful feelings, I want to become a ghost, an apparition, I want to
borrow from the form of an apparition and meet other phantoms.”
As a dancer, one reaches out across the void, holding hands with the dead, so becoming:
“A living ghost, a dying ghost, a ghost eternally in the process of dying” (in Sas, Fault
Lines, 1999).
Butoh is a dance form which emerged from Japan during the 1960s. It is renowned for
its images of pain, of contortion; for its grotesqueries, and for its shocking burlesques.
The celebrated critic Jean Baudrillard described butoh as a “theatre of revulsion; or of
convulsion; or of repulsion” (TDR, 2013). But if butoh is so violent, so painful, why does
it appeal to audiences? Or is this another incidence of what Susan Sontag called in her
book Regarding the Pain of Others an insatiable human “appetite for pictures showing
bodies in pain … as keen, almost, as the desire for ones that show bodies naked”?

To answer this question, we must return to the words of butoh’s founders, Ohno Kazuo
and Hijikata Tatsumi. Certainly, masochism and sadomasochism are present in butoh.
Hijikata frequently extolled the influence of Jean Genet and the Marquis de Sade on his
work. But butoh is not just sadomasochism. Whatever butoh is — and this is a question
which is surprisingly difficult to resolve — butoh is not simply designed to depict or to
solicit pain in the dancer or in the audience.
Pain here has a purpose. The “painful feelings” which Ohno embraces enable him to
make the gesture across the void towards the “phantoms” which he evokes. Like most
art forms, butoh explores what it is to be human. “The sufferings of others have … been
engraved in us,” Ohno observed, “We survived only because others died in our place”
(Fraleigh & Nakamura, Hijikata Tatsumi & Ohno Kazuo, 2006). These words, spoken at

the start of the weekly classes Ohno held in his studio, are fundamental for butoh’s
cosmology.

Life is suffering and pain, and the job of the dancer is to enter into contact with this pain,
to draw it out, and to allow it to resonate within and across the flesh of the performer.
But Ohno and Hijikata did not see this corporeal act as representing a tragic or
Existential observation about life. Butoh comes from a deeper position. Butoh is an
almost unknowable experience because it is buried within the nature of the flesh, or
nikutai as Hijikata put it, a Japanese word for what in English might be translated as the
“carnal body” or the material and desiring body (“le corps de la matière et des désirs” in
French).
What is at stake here is not just the connection between suffering and dance, but the link
between suffering and life.
Masson-Sékiné attended Ohno’s studios regularly during the 1980s. She reflects that
Ohno often recited to her the story of the spermatozoa and the ovule: He seems so
distraught when he speaks of so much wasted effort spent by millions of sperm, when …
one egg only, will climb the podium for the gold medal in the procreation games”
(“Butoh: Une danse qui ‘tire la langue sous la pluie,’” 2004). Even before one’s birth, the
human feels the pull of death tugging at its very umbilicus while struggling to leave the
uterus. Death, annihilation and a return to the earth are the violently fecund sources of
life itself, where birth, sex and death become impossibly tangled. As Nourit puts it, the
body is: “necessarily erotic because it is born out of a sexual act. The history of this mad
rush of the spermatozoa to reach the ovum, followed by an irrational selection,
highlights life as much as the death of millions of others whose memory the body
retains. Thus the very essence of the body is an erotic and criminal substance” (“Le
Butoh: une philosophie de la perception pour un au-delà de l’art,” 2006). According to
Hijikata, butoh is a criminal dance, conceived out of a dark fusion of the erotic and of
pain, of life and of death, and above all, from out of the terminal nikutai with which we
are all endowed.

I would suggest therefore that the most pure, the most complete, manifestation of butoh
would be that impossible moment when a dancer explodes; detonating when the deep,
fleshy investigation of the body and its myriad experiences, links, associations, desires,
and postures within the world and time, provoke the fragmentation of the flesh and of
the body in the form of giblets. As the influential cineaste Stan Brakhage put it, the
human is but a “bit-of-meat! creature” (Brakhage Lectures, 1972).
Butoh reveals not only the fundamental material truth of this realisation (flesh, blood,
bone, nerves, tendons, decay, cessation), but also the spiritual, cosmic and
phenomenological truth of this fact, wherein the emotions and feelings are disorganised.
The components of the flesh do not harmonise with each other but which grate and tear
at each other. The human is barely a coherent entity in terms of its multiple sensory
pathways or links with the world and its history.

Hijikata frequently cited the work of painter Francis Bacon in his work. Bacon’s images,
of faces melting as in his Study After Velázquez’s Portrait of Pope Innocent X (1953), or of
bodies ripped apart and hung out like sides of carrion at an abattoir (Three Studies For a
Crucifixion, 1962) represent the apotheosis for the butoh dancer, a corporeal realisation
which is so intense, so all encompassing, that flesh cannot withstand it. Nakajima Natsu,

a student of T. Hijikata and K. Ohno, a close friend of Nourit, and who shared her
knowledge of the origins of butoh with Nourit, described Masson-Sékiné herself as “A
Woman Bacon” (exhibition notes, Le Zero actif, 1983).
The celebrated critic of the Japanese avant-garde, Yoshie Yoshida, argued in his
exhibition notes for Portrait of a Whale (1986) that Masson-Sékiné’s canvases show
“skin and blood crying in agony and ecstasy immediately before exploding” - a physical
change which is nevertheless a fundamentally spiritual transformation. Katja Centonze
also sees the work of Bacon as a potent metaphor for butoh practice, wherein
“Subjective identity is obliterated and the nikutai melts, congeals, coagulates like a sugar
candy (bekko ame)” (Eckersall, ed., Beyond Contamination, 2016).
In this search for the deathly, erotic truth which limns the fleshy boundaries between life
and death, we are brought back to the nebulous phantoms which Ohno evoked. Ohno
does not shake hands with a corpse, but with a spectre, with a figure who is neither
entirely flesh (nikutai) nor entirely spirit.
When the body becomes a something like a bloody mist containing a consciousness
which endlessly writhes while “the eyes roll back” into themselves to gaze at “the beauty
of flayed figures or écorchés, of bodies that present in some fashion the spectacle of the
body’s interior, bodies that possess the glorious obscenity of their own organs, their
own mucous membranes turned outwards” (Baudrillard, TDR, 2013) - here butoh is
most explicitly manifest.
Within the oeuvre of Masson-Sékiné, one sees artistic manifestations which are at once
precise but indistinct; images and forms which evoke what Georges Bataille called the
“formless (l’informe)” yet which have a clarity and sharpness of purpose.
Nourit’s paintings and photographs show both figures and textures, indistinct blocks of
colour, as well as lines dancing into human shapes. Although several of her photographs
use extended exposures to create the effect of movement (what in Japanese
photography was called the “jerky blurry” effect), on the whole, her photographic prints
are crisp and clear, showing the dancer poised on the edge of a state of crisis and
transformation.
Such a contradictory or dialectic method lies at the heart of both butoh and its
photography. As Masson-Sékiné explains, the aim is to depict a realm in which “the
visible is expressed through [that which is] non visible” (Masson-Sékiné, De l’informe).
And so we come back to Ohno’s ghosts and spectres. Pain and death here are not our
enemies, nor things to be avoided. They are part of the fabric of life. The body speaks to
us through its material depth, as well as via its transformation into a vaporous cloud of
red smoke. Butoh’s “darkness” (ankoku) is a space of joy as well of pain, of ecstasy, as
well as suffering. This is the truth of butoh and of Nourit Masson-Sékiné’s engagement
with it.

Accompanied by his son Yoshito, Ohno Kazuo toured Israel in 1983.
Nourit has long encouraged Ohno to experience the Dead Sea himself, saying: “After
watching many videos of [the dancer] La Argentina in Ohno’s house, sometimes even
getting tired of it. I told him that seeing the Dead Sea, to be in this suspended landscape
is almost a mystical experience which resonates with his butoh. I told him that his dance
would be penetrated and that a new performance would be born. Ohno always laughed

as he listened to me, telling me that it was difficult for reasons that did not depend on
him. But then in 1983, finally, I found a way to make the project possible. To my great
pleasure! Because Dead Sea, a duet with his son Yoshito for whom the performance was
a return to the stage after an absence of more than ten years, and directed through the
genius of Tatsumi Hijikata, was the most memorable butoh performance I have ever
attended – possessed of an overwhelming beauty and truth! It is still strongly anchored
in my memory as the sum of all the energy and of the different temporal stages of butoh
from the previous twenty five years until then. And the audience’s standing ovations
were immense.”
The premiere of Dead Sea was in 1985, shortly before the death of Hijikata, during the
first butoh festival. It was to be the last major work from Hijikata before his death.
Kazuo, Yoshito and Nourit are linked through their encounter with the Dead Sea, or the
Sea of Salt in Hebrew. It is a startling expanse of pastel tinted water located at the lowest
sea level on the planet, in the Judean Desert.
But dead in what sense? The sea is too salty to support vertebrate life, but
microorganisms thrive in the waters, and behold, strangely, between 1980 and 1993,
single-celled algae proliferated in these oily waters. Life is unceasingly at work
producing changes in the waters.
Biblical texts recorded so-called poma insana or mad apples: galls produced by the
attack of flies upon the local twisted oak trees. Scholars claimed that these “Dead Sea
fruits … tempt the eye, but turn to ash on the lips” (Moore). Flies have also been
populating the region in increasing numbers, their fecundity largely a result of human
habitation. The Judean desert is a harsh, mineral environment with a millenarian
history, including that of Lot’s wife, transformed into a statue of salt. The unremitting
action of these forces cradles, pains and shapes the life that remains, causing the
blossoming of excremental and spiritual forms, like the growth of the galls.
As the sand and salt stings the eyes and the flesh, a dance begins to emerge from the
body.

Hijikata danced on his hospital bed jus before he died in 1986.
Ohno Kazuo danced in a wheelchair before his demise in 2010, while his son, Ohno
Yoshito, was tremulously performing works about death and life just before he passed
away in 2020.
If butoh constitutes a kind of necropolis, it is not a tragic one.
Suffering and ecstasy, matter and spirit, flesh and dissolution, all of these dance together
in a choreography which is at once violent and lyrical.
As Ohno Kazuo said to his students: “lifelong experience clings to your body … does that
gesture tell us something about a wound you once suffered?” (Fraleigh & Nakamura).
This is the sensuous joy of butoh.
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